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Description Description 2022 Alliance RV Paradigm 310RL, Alliance RV Paradigm fifth wheel
310RL highlights: Rear Living Area Kitchen Island Two Pantries Flush-Floor
Kitchen Slide Floating Dinette Table Pull-Out Fireplace Storage Search for the best
views, the nicest RV park or a place you haven't seen for years with this Paradigm
in tow! From the king bed slide in the master bedroom, the Smart TV, the dresser
with flip-up hidden storage and the front wardrobe to the rear living area with a
sleeper sofa near the pull-out fireplace with storage, you might decide to live in
this fifth wheel. The full bathroom offers a large residential shower, a porcelain
toilet with soft close seat, and storage for your linens, while the kitchen gives you
two pantries, an island with a stainless steel farm sink and a space prepped for a
dishwasher option, plus a residential microwave, range and oven to make meals.
And you will love the dual recliner love seat and the floating dinette table. There
are so many more features included, take this fifth wheel home today! With any
Paradigm fifth wheel by Alliance RV, you will experience the next generation
advanced frame technology with heavy duty performance running gear. The
Benchmark chassis features solid steel 10" l-beam main rails with a 2" torsion
tube welded where the running gear attaches, drop frame storage area, flush
upper deck design, reinforced goose neck area and a Rota-Flex pin box. The six-
point hydraulic auto leveling is faster, stronger and quieter allowing you to enjoy
more time away, and the PVC roof is more puncture resistant, ultra bright white
and more solar reflective to help keep your fifth wheel cool. The triple 13,500 BTU
A/Cs are ultra quiet, independently controlled direct flow A/C units that maximize
cooling capacity, plus the 40,000 BTU furnace has flex ducts connected to
formed ducts in the floor, and there are dedicated heat vents into the basement
and underbelly to keep the tanks and your gear cozy warm during the cooler
seasons. Choose luxury, choose convenience, choose to own the best, a
Paradigm! Sleeps 4 Slideouts 3

0 mi
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2022 Alliance Rv Paradigm 310RL $74,855
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Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 4CR722
VIN Number: 7M5FP3625NA004722
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 7400 S US HWY 441, 34480, Ocala, Florida, United States
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